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Make your return home,
an expected event

Looking for a simple, efficient and scalable home automation? Domestia has been offering for over 15 years a range of accessible,
reliable and particularly intuitive products that will allow you to improve and better manage your daily life.
A basic Domestia installation already allows a multitude of integrated functions. Our system adapts to your home, to better meet
your needs.
Each installation can evolve over time with the addition of flexible features to adjust the lighting, manage blinds, curtains and
shutters. In the case of a higher installation, it can directly regulate the heating, brightness and humidity of your home and come and
reduce your worries by optimizing your daily actions.
You can take control of your installation from your tablet, smartphone or computer using our Home on Web remote management
system from any location.
In addition, the Domestia system is used with the majority of push button brands! You have the free choice of design and
manufacturer. Let your imagination be free !
With Domestia home automation becomes incredibly simple and economical...

You will never see home automation
again in the same way!
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Comfort

Management

Economy

Domestia transforms your house
to bring maximum comfort
and make life easier for all members
of the family ... This is our wish!

The Domestia control screen allows you
to manage your installation with ease.
Centralize the management of your
installation in order to benefit from all
the available features in one place.

Keep an eye on your heating, lighting or
shutters. No matter where you are,
Domestia allows you to remotely
manage your savings!

A system that adapts to your habits
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Imagine a house capable of offering you a sweet and pleasant
awakening. We can turn this dream into reality !

Your day is preparing
behind the scenes …
The Domestia Management
Unit regulate the
temperature according to
your needs and your
morning habits.

The shutters
open …

Boost
your day …

The shutters rise slowly to
bring in the light. In winter,
for example, program the
following scenario: The
system turns on the lighting
at 30% which allows your
eyes to open gently.

A hot shower and a good
cup of coffee help you
start the day. You listen to
the weather information to
clothe you with no
surprises.

7h15

7h25

6h00

7h20

A pleasant
awakening …
The temperature is now
perfectly adjusted. Your
alarm clock turns on and
your phone's music wakes
you up nicely.
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8h00
7h26

The house guides
you in the morning …

Go in peace …

Now you have opened your
eyes, the house detects your
movements and activates
the lighting of the hall.
Domestia guides you safely
to your bathroom.

It's time to go to work.
The house turns off all
appliances and closes the
shutters. Your home
is peaceful again, safely
and under perfect control.

Pure simplicity

In a simplified way, allow each member of your family to interact in the house in a childlike way.

Share your comfort
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Domestia offers the detail that makes the difference to complete any installation:
The creation of atmospheres. And it has never been so easy!
Imagine the most fantastic atmospheres and give free rein to your imagination, so that your
installation reflects who you are and can be a warm welcome for all your hosts.
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Create your own atmosphere

Keep an eye on your electrical devices and never have unpleasant surprises on your bill.
Turn off, for example, your whole house from your bedroom or from a distance.
A switch placed next to your bed will help you to not forget anything.

Save money, not just energy
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Give the impression that you are still at home.
Even on vacation give the impression that your home is inhabited during your absence.
Your alarm system activates our system!
If your alarm goes off, it can automatically trigger a "panic" scenario that will turn on all the lights and close all the shutters
in your home.
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Live safely

Your house is smart keep it there at your fingertips.
With Domestia Home On Web, you can control your home from your smartphone, PC / Mac and / or tablet and manage
your events with a convenient weekly calendar that allows you to automate your tasks to the fullest and keep an eye out.
on your house at any time.

Your home at your fingertips
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